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Statement of Confidentiality:

The contents of this proposal are confidential and proprietary information of Reality Based Group™. Your acceptance of 

this proposal and review of its contents constitutes your acknowledgment that the contents are confidential and 

proprietary information and your agreement not to disclose the same to any person other than persons in your 

organization who have a need to know in order to evaluate a possible business relationship with Reality Based Group™ 

for Customer Experience Management and Measurement.                             
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Hello Team,

Reality Based Group™ (RBG) is excited for the opportunity to present a response to your  Request 

for Proposal to evaluate and select a Mystery Shopper Program supplier. This proposal presents our 

approach, schedule, team and qualifications, to provide the services Panda Express has requested.

It is our belief that our nearly 28 year history of performing mystery shops for some of the world’s 

most recognizable brands makes RBG a uniquely qualified candidate for Panda Express.  With RBG, 

you get a completely in-house dedicated team, that is ready and able to meet your needs. Our 

understanding is that the scope of this project calls for Panda Express mystery shops for drive-thru, 

dine-in and online from locations throughout the US and Internationally for a 12 month period. In 

order to ensure the most accurate and consistent data possible for this scope of work you need a 

team that can show your real results of current work. We have the experience and abilities to ensure 

all these deliverables are met and your program will be a success.

Your Dedicated RFP Landing Page: https://proposal.realitybasedgroup.com/pandaexpress/

Project Overview
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RBG Culture

RBGs culture is built around our Mission, Vision, and Core Values. Our values drive our decision 

making process and guide how we conduct business. We operationalize these values through several 

programs, including our Monthly Celebrations and our On The Spot program, where any team 

member can ‘spot’ another demonstrating one of our values and provide them with a certificate. 

Quarterly and Annual Awards are given out based on these peer to peer and manager to peer 

observations. Ultimately we are a customer experience company, and if our experience to our 

customers is not of the highest excellence we have failed in our mission. 

With RBG you will have a dedicated team of professionals dedicated to ensuring your project is a 

success.  The chart on this page outlays our corporate structure.  The team on the next page are the 

individuals you’ll we working with directly and indirectly to achieve your goals.
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Your Management Team

Renee DeSantis, Vice President of Operations

Renee will be responsible for overseeing the development and design of 

your program to achieve maximum results. She has over 20 years of 

experience in the industry. She will lead the RBG team and ensure that the 

program is aligned with the success of your stakeholders.

Tim Williams, Director of Operations

Tim will be responsible for all RBG Customer Success Managers and staff 

associated with your program. He will assist in overseeing the 

implementation and development of your program and ensures that there is 

a constant alignment with your account, including support and dashboard 

user training.

Jake Dancy, Customer Success Manager

Jake will assist Rae in oversee the implementation and development of your 

online dashboard, scorecards, and reporting. He will be an additional 

resource for updates, questions, editing, new user setup, hierarchy updates, 

or other operational functions. Jake will be responsible for support and 

dashboard user training and will manage the shopper recruiter and 

scheduling team.  He will be leveraging RBG’s database of employees and 

independent mystery shoppers and select the most qualified to complete 

evaluations within  your target cities. 

Rae Campbell, Customer Success Manager

Rae will oversee the implementation and development of your online 

dashboard, scorecards, and reporting. Se is your “go to” for updates, 

questions, editing, new user setup, hierarchy updates, or other operational 

functions. Rae will also be responsible for the day-to-day operations of your 

account, including support and dashboard user training.
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Shopper Selection

RBG’s national coverage currently provides over 60,000 shops to over 250 partners in all 50 states. 

RBG has over 200,000 active mystery shoppers. For this type of program RBG pools from a network 

of mystery shoppers that have gone through additional testing, screening and experience with these 

types of mystery shops.

Quality - Experienced Shoppers: In order to have the necessary control and consistency, RBG utilizes 

pre screened, experienced mystery shoppers. In most cases, our competitors are using randomly 

selected mystery shoppers with no ability to control the quality and no ability to coach and train to the 

specific scenarios and scripts to meet the clients needs.

International - In preparation for this program RBG has surveyed each targeted international city to 

ensure that we have prescreened qualifies mystery shoppers that are fluent in both the local language 

as well as english.

In-House Video Shoppers

Through the many years of providing video mystery shops RBG and our clients have learned that the 

key to a successful program is in the quality of the data collected. In order to have the necessary 

control and consistency, RBG utilizes in-house employees to collect our video mystery shops. In most 

cases, our competitors are using independently contracted mystery shoppers with no ability to control 

the quality of the equipment being used and no ability to coach and train to the specific scenarios and 

scripts to meet the clients needs.

Quality Assurance Team

Each evaluation goes through a detailed process prior to being delivered to our partner clients. RBG’s 

shoppers are focused on following the scenarios/script for each shop. RBG’s Quality Assurance Team 

is the final touch to ensure that each report/scorecard is filled out  properly and to verify that the final 

deliverable is up to RBG’s standards. 
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Shopper Selection

Our recommendation is to use GameFilm® and to use our trained employees to complete this work. 

We are the only Mystery Shop Company that uses employees to perform these visits. This allows us 

to coach and train to your specific needs, and allows you to be hands on with what you need from 

our evaluators. 

Our process to hire, train, and retain looks similar to other full time roles. 

Hire: The HR and Recruiting team executes the initial recruiting and screening of our mystery 

shoppers. This includes multiple stages, including phone and video or in-person interviews. We then 

utilize Social Security Number verification to ensure that the shopper matches with the applicant and 

holds no prior history with RBG. After hiring, the video scouts are handed over to our in-house 

training staff.

Train: We have a full training staff that on-boards the Video Scouts. To train, screen, and qualify our 

scouts, every hire goes through TestCaster, a full-featured online testing system designed to train 

and screen shoppers for general mystery shopping aptitude or for specific shop types. Featuring 

question banking, question randomization, weighted answer scoring, and both automated and 

human grading. TestCaster can also award “Shopper Qualifications” to passing shoppers. Our Scout 

Managers consistently stay in contact with our video scouts to ensure quality and coach around 

areas of improvement.

To read our full shopper quality assurance guideline, click on the image or the link below: 

https://www.realitybasedgroup.com/proposals/MysteryShopperQualityAssuranceProgram.pdf

Exceptional Quality Assurance Processes 

RFP Requirements

https://www.realitybasedgroup.com/proposals/MysteryShopperQualityAssuranceProgram.pdf
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In House Video Evaluations

We have a number of checks and balances in place to ensure objectivity and hold our team 

accountable to it.  

Scorecard design. Our team will work with you to design questions that get to the heart of what 

you want to measure while actively removing gray areas and feeling questions. 

Minimized number of shopper questions. Our shoppers remain focused on the experience and 

behave naturally rather than trying to remember all the details we are trying to measure.

Uncoupled video shoot from the video score. Our shoppers return their video to our video editing 

department. They then format the video for our scoring team to watch and evaluate the shoppers 

experience based on criteria we develop with you. Our team of in house scorers are trained using 

our coaching best practices in order to provide you with unbiased, consistent intelligence. 

Regular feedback and performance reviews. Our 

managers communicate and coach our shoppers so 

that they are held accountable to behaving how they 

have been trained. 

Through this carefully designed system the question 

isn’t really how we hold our shoppers accountable for 

objective output, but how have we designed the 

program to ensure you receive objective and 

consistent output, regardless of who the shopper is; 

which we have done. 

To read our full shopper quality assurance 

guideline, click on the image or the link below:

https://www.realitybasedgroup.com/proposals/Mystery

ShopperQualityAssuranceProgram.pdf

Exceptional Quality Assurance Processes 

RFP Requirements

https://www.realitybasedgroup.com/proposals/MysteryShopperQualityAssuranceProgram.pdf
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Shopper Network Size

Size - RBG has over 200,000 active non-video contract mystery shoppers and over 100 full time and 

part time employee audio/video scout mystery shoppers.

Shopper Training

Outlined on pages 12 and 13. Read more by clicking on the link below:

https://www.realitybasedgroup.com/proposals/MysteryShopperQualityAssuranceProgram.pdf

Shopper Scheduling

At Reality Based Group, our team of highly experienced schedulers work to recruit qualified shoppers 

that will meet your client demographic needs.  In addition to our database, we have established 

recruiting channels with professional associations, area businesses, digital job boards, social media, 

traditional job listings, and recruiting agencies.  We will work with you to best understand your needs. 

RBG has a full team of schedulers dedicated to ensuring shops are assigned. Our head scheduler will 

be in constant communication with the scheduling team to relay any client feedback and help create a 

seamless and on time delivery of evaluations. In addition to our team of schedulers, RBG uses 

SmartMatch AutoScheduling, a tool that analyzes your locations and intelligently emails the shoppers 

most likely to perform the shop based on distance, population density, prior performance and 

demographic requirements. 

Shop Auditing

RBG has a full team dedicated to reviewing all evaluations. Each evaluation goes through a detailed 

process prior to being delivered to our partner clients. RBG’s shoppers are focused on following the 

scenarios/script for each shop. RBG’s Quality Assurance Team is the final touch to ensure that each 

report/scorecard is filled out  properly and to verify that the final deliverable is up to RBG’s standards.

To read our full shopper quality control guidelines, click on the image or the link below:

https://www.realitybasedgroup.com/proposals/RBGQualityControlGuidelines.pdf
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Shopper Rating

In order to have the necessary control and consistency, RBG utilizes pre screened, experienced 

mystery shoppers. The dedicated CSM and their team prepare training videos, sample deliverable 

images, webinars, scenario scripting and guidelines as tools to ensure that the shopper is prepared 

and qualified to complete each evaluation to your standards. The Mystery Shoppers assigned to this 

program are prepared and value the ongoing relationship with RBG. RBG has an array of different 

tools we use to monitor and assess the quality of shoppers. Shoppers are verified through a variety of 

tools and earn qualified status’ for accounts based on their profile grades and testing. Shoppers also 

receive individual coachings from our Quality Assurance team, who review each shop to ensure 

shoppers adhere to your guidelines. 

To read our full shopper quality control guidelines, click on the image or the link below:

https://www.realitybasedgroup.com/proposals/MysteryShopperQualityAssuranceProgram.pdf 

Shopper Support

With each program, RBG assigns a dedicated in-house team to work with your organization's 

stakeholders and leadership to fully understand culture and objectives. There will be a team 

responsible for full time shopper support to communicate and troubleshoot any problems mystery 

shoppers come across.

Client Support

Dedicated Account Management Team

Your RBG team will consist of a dedicated CSM (Customer Success Manager), schedulers, and 

quality assurance personnel. Each team member is constantly updated on program adjustments to 

ensure accuracy and constancy in the final deliverables.  They will be there to create any customized 

reporting or special requests you may need.
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Type of Mystery Shops

RBG delivers over 5 figures of both written and video mystery shops each month. 

Written Mystery Shops Case Study - To Read The Full Case Study, Click Here. 

Texas Roadhouse has over 560 locations nationwide and continues to expand around the world. 

Since the year 2000, the full-service restaurant chain looked to Reality Based Group (RBG) to ensure a 

consistent customer experience, help train bar and dining staff effectively and optimize customer 

satisfaction and loyalty. Texas Roadhouse believed an effective mystery shopping company could 

help them better measure its CX nationwide, improve customer and staff retention, and bolster sales.

Dedicated to Coaching and Consistency

Texas Roadhouse partnered with RBG to measure on a monthly basis the quality of their dining and 

bar services. RBG worked alongside executives at Texas Roadhouse to establish a scorecard, analyze 

the data on a custom dashboard, and coach to areas of improvement. Several hundred trained 

mystery shoppers were then deployed nationwide to every location to ensure a consistent experience.

By assessing month-over-month and annual trends, Texas Roadhouse can now measure their 

storefront performance by region, by staff, by service, and so much more.

Voted America’s Favorite Full-Service Restaurant

In June 2015, NBC News announced that Texas Roadhouse was voted America's Favorite full-service 

restaurant through a national study of consumer preferences, conducted by the American Customer 

Satisfaction Index. Texas Roadhouse locations nationwide continue to score an average of over 90 

based on the corporate team's initial scorecard guidelines. RBG continuously helps the company 

deliver the highest level restaurant experience possible.

“RBG is an excellent client partner that we have worked with for almost 2 decades. There is no 

doubt that RBG and Roadhouse are completely aligned and have a shared vision of success."

- Courtney Schum, Manager of People Development, Texas Roadhouse
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Type of Mystery Shops

Video Mystery Shop Case Study

7-Eleven:

We began providing video mystery shopping services to 7-Eleven U.S. in June of 2018. Every month 

we shop their nearly 8,000 locations nationwide.

The program began in June 2018 with the planning and setup. From July through September, we 

processed a significant ramp up and ran a pilot at each location. Monthly services at each location 

commenced in October of 2018.  Our shoppers visit each area of the store and provide information on 

exterior, interior, gas pumps, food, beverage and customer service.  7-Eleven has found the business 

intelligence we provide extremely important and eye opening.  On many occasions we have been able 

to identify programs they have in place that their employees are engaged in and are succeeding with.  

We have also identified programs that have not received the dedication that they anticipated, 

recognizing more opportunities for increased ROI.  

The program with 7-Eleven has been a huge success thus far. With seeing such incredible results, 

they decided to expand the program to all locations in Canada in May, 2019. It is also being 

integrated into the Franchisee awards and recognition program as a key metric for them to hit to earn 

incentive pay.

Client Self-Service Shopping Deployment

RBG builds in the flexibility for clients to be able to schedule and launch shops in specific markets 

during unique times.

Shop Type Experience

RBG has successfully performed every time of mystery shop imaginable. Our deliverables are 

customized based on the request of the client. For Panda, we will be able to perform dine in, 

drive-thru, online and delivery shops.
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RBG’s Reporting Tool

Panda Express’ account management team will help create any customized reporting, build any 

requested reports, setup automatic, scheduled and tiered distribution of reports. Our smart reporting 

tool provides geo-evel reporting and the ability to export data in all formats. 

To see a video of our reporting capabilities, click here. 

We have also documented examples of our reporting capabilities for collected Panda Express data on 

the following pages. 

Reporting & Analytics

RFP Requirements

https://player.vimeo.com/video/214089748
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Panda Company Reporting
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Panda Company Reporting
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Panda Company Reporting
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Panda Program Scorecard
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Panda Program Scorecard
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Panda Program Scorecard
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Sample Coaching Gameplan

Track and Monitor Manager Use And Progress

Our proprietary coaching gameplan allows you to ensure that stores and 

managers are taking the time to coach to the evaluations. Pull reporting to see 

who has coached and what kind of coaching they have implemented.
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Sample Coaching Gameplan



User Account Management and Tool Administration

The RBG account management team will help provide guidance on password issues, permission 

levels, creating manage accounts and any other administrative requests.

Login and Access

The RBG account management team will set up role based permissions and access, track user 

activity and ensure secure user login and authentication.

Partner Training and Support

We’ll supply a full team as previously outlined on Page 7. We ask that you have a point person on your 

end. We will have monthly, if not weekly check in meetings and in-depth quarterly reviews to help you 

digest the data and provide key takeaways and insights.

User Experience

Your accounts team will help create any customized reporting and widgets you request.

Configuration and System Requirements/Backup, Disaster Recovery and 

Business Continuity

RBG takes serious measures to protect your data as outlined in the next few slides.
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Texas Roadhouse

Courtney Schum

Manager of People Development Training

502-515-7240

Courtney.pike@texasroadhouse.com

Luby’s

Todd Coutee

Chief Operating Officer

713-329-6939

Tcoutee@lubys.com

K&N Management (Malcolm Baldrige Award Winner)

Gini Quiroz

Director of Team Member Engagement

512-423-4086

GiniQuiroz@wesellmeat.com
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Project Schedule with Milestones

The timeline below provides a general idea of project implementation 

Reality Based Group™ handles all of the heavy lifting, leaning on years of experience 

and best practices.
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Activity Dates

1.0 Proposal Submittal 3.31.2020

2.0 Demonstration Shop Delivery to Panda 4.7.2020

2.1 In-house Video Editing and Production 4.9.2020

2.1 In-house Shop Scoring and Delivery 4.10.2020

3.0 Kickoff Meeting 4.17.2020

4.1 Scorecard Design, Dashboard & Reporting Design 4.17.2020 – 4.24.2020

4.2 Shopper Route Design and Pilot Scheduling 4.17.2020 – 4.24.2020

5.0 1st Round Of Shops 5.1.2020 – 5.31.2020

5.1 Weekly Status Check Meetings 5.1.2020 – 5.31.2020

5.2 Month 1 Review Meeting 5.31.2020

6.0 Panda Stakeholder Quarterly Review Meeting 6.1.2020

7.0 Panda Stakeholder Quarterly Review Meeting 9.1.2020

8.0 Panda Stakeholder Quarterly Review Meeting 12.1.2020

9.0 Panda Stakeholder Quarterly Review Meeting 3.1.2020
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Locations Description # of Locations Unit Price Total

Canada Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 10 $49.00  USD $6,370.00 USD

Guatemala Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 17 $55.00  USD $12,155.00 USD

El Salvador Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 5 $48.00  USD $3,120.00 USD

Mexico Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 27 $49.00  USD $17,199.00 USD

Russia Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 5 $62.00  USD $4,030.00 USD

Saudi Arabia Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 1 $48.00  USD $624.00 USD

Dubai Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 1 $53.00  USD $689.00 USD

Japan Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 8 $87.00  USD $9,048.00 USD

South Korea Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 1 $81.00  USD $1,053.00 USD

Philippines Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 1 $87.00  USD $1,131.00 USD

Aruba Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 1 $62.00  USD $806.00 USD

AUE Dine In/Store Readiness 
Assessment 3 $53.00  USD $2,067.00 USD

One Time Set Up Fee $3,900.00 USD

Estimated Program Total $62,192.00 USD

International Pricing
*Prices include a $9 reimbursement
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Domestic Pricing

Locations Description Unit Price Total

2,089 10 Period Video Dine-In/Drive-Thru 
Evaluations $128.00 $2,560,000.00 USD

764 Video Online Order/Pickup (6x/year) $120.00 $547,788.00 USD

764 Written Online Order/Pickup  (6x/year) $21.00 $96,264.00 USD

2,000+ Written Store Readiness Assessment $23.00 $138,000.00 USD

One Time Management Fee
*Includes admin support, scorecard creation, company reporting setup, 

mystery shop guidelines, and program implementation 
$14,995.00 USD

Estimated Program Total

GameFilm® Video Evaluations

RBG is recommending 10 GameFilm® evaluations at each location by combining the drive 

thru and dine-in experience into one shop. For the remaining 3 periods of the year, 

location will receive preselected videos from other regions that contain great strengths 

and opportunities to learn and train to. 

Recommended Program

*Prices include a $9 reimbursement



Evolving Customer Experience.

Thank you for the opportunity to 

submit this proposal, we are 

excited about the next steps.

Brian Rothschild, 

Customer Engagement Director 

o: 512.583.0945 | f: 512.233.5040

e: brothschild@realitybasedgroup.com

www.realitybasedgroup.com


